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When the requirement is more than standard
Studio and 1-bedroom apartments on Fischerinsel

example pictures

With these apartments you select the top
quality in our assortment of temporary
accommodations in the district of Berlin-Mitte.
Only the furnishing of the apartments
themselves can compete with this location.
Modern floor plans, an aesthetic colour
scheme and high-quality interiors are all
especially characteristic of these apartments.
An open, completely equipped kitchen with a
dining area along with the bathroom, with a
shower or bathtub, provide necessary
comforts. The floors are covered with parquet,
and all the apartments have a balcony or a
terrace.

Our services for you:




Move-in possible with keysafe at every time day and night according to prior consultation with facility
manager
Internet access via cable
Launderette with washers and dryers

We can arrange the following by your request:



Breakfast at the four-star hotel next door
Use of the fitness offers in the four-star hotel next door

Our service personnel are on site and will be glad to help you with all organisational or practical matters.

Location and transportation links
The Fischerinsel is one of the most central points in Berlin. Besides sites
well-known to tourists, such as Museum Island, the Brandenburg Gate
and Alexanderplatz, here you live just a few minutes away from
Potsdamer Platz. The St. Nicholas Quarter, Berlin's historical centre, is
right out our door. Taking the 147, 248, 347, M 48 Bus Lines or Metro
Line U2 (Spittelmarkt metro station, Märkisches Museum metro station),
you can quickly get to all the centrally located sights as well as the
business and office districts. With Friedrichstrasse, the Gendarmenmarkt
and Potsdamer Platz all nearby, there are plenty of shopping and leisuretime opportunities. You're right in the middle of it all!

